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The Academy
This manual is designed for all levels of experience, providing guidance,
instruction, and ideas to enhance your relationships and open your mind to a whole
new and exciting world of BDSM. Caution: contains sexual references and images!

123 Frisky Sexual Fantasies and Erotic Roleplay Ideas
Have you been looking for a book that lays bare all the secrets of hypnotic play for
pleasure and kink? A clear, step by step guide that explains theory as well as
practice so that you can develop your own style and flair? Authors James Gordon, a
clinical hypnotherapist, and Rebecca Doll, who holds a master's in education, wrote
an exhaustive guide. Taking a clear, consent based, non-gendered , approach to
hypnotic instruction, we use a scientific and historical approach to de-mystify
hypnosis so that anyone and everyone can learn to hypnotize not just highly
suggestible individuals, but any partner. We focus on teaching fundamentals so
that you can develop your own unique style and flair. Other books are designed to
give you a few scripts and tricks, but they are not an entire course in hypnosis. We
reveal all the keys that will allow the reader a complete understanding of how to
hypnotize. Among many topics we cover: ethics and consent, types of
suggestibility, suggestibility testing, hypnotic modalities, inductions, deepening
techniques.Designed to be an inclusive course, we offer roadmap of how to recover
if you have a problem, and what to do if you experience abreactions or other
issues in hypnosis, discussing important issues such as emotional support and
aftercare. We tell you the things that are vital to your knowledge and
understanding of how to successfully hypnotize even those subjects that have
previously proven difficult or impossible to hypnotize. If you've been looking for a
respectable source for training in erotic hypnosis with a full and up front discussion
of both the easy and hard parts, this book is an excellent guide. In addition to a
broad overview of hypnotic skills we include a detailed discussion of play
suggestions, including hypnotic bondage, eroticization, orgasm control and orgasm
on command , hypnotic roleplay and how to use hypnosis as part of D/s play.
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Hill's Manual of Social & Business Forms
Dominatrix
How to be Kinkier poses the question on everyone's lips: how kinky can you get?
Part of a bestselling series of fun and sexy guides covering the basics of BDSM
from seasoned sexpert Morpheous. How to be Kinkier explores the naughtier side
of sexy fun: from balloon anal beads and wrist shackles, all the way to vacuum
beads and play piercing. Each erotic adventure is clearly instructed, with colour
photography and plenty of handy tips and tricks. Suitable for nervous newbies and
pros alike, it offers the reader inspiration and ideas for spicing up their sex life.

Femdom for Nice Girls
This manual offers the first comprehensive description of the performance practice
of the central Javanese gamelan. Aimed mainly at the many gamelan players in the
West, it will also appeal to composers and music lovers wanting an extended
account of one of the world's major musical cultures, and to teachers interested in
new resources for MUSIC in schools. The book provides detailed information on the
parts played by the various instruments of the gamelan, as well as on the
principles on which the music is based. It also sketches the cultural background to
musical performance in Java. Numerous illustrations and helpful tips for beginners
are included, but also pointers to where more advanced students can find
additional material. Owners of the book have access to further content via the
associated website.

Play Piercing
The Ultimate Guide to Kink is the first major guide to BDSM in a generation—a bold
and sexy collection of essays that run the gamut from expert how-to tutorials to
provocative essays that delve into complex questions about desire, power, and
pleasure. The book brings together diverse voices from the kink community in an
unprecedented way: each chapter is written by a different sexuality/BDSM
educator. Divided into two sections, the first section features thorough, thoughtful
pieces—on everything from flogging to bondage—packed with techniques and
beautifully illustrated with original images from artist Katie Diamond. The second
section is dedicated to role-playing fantasies and personal manifestos. From age
play to masochism, these chapters cover some of the edgiest, most taboo and
controversial elements of kink in depth. The Ultimate Guide to Kink features the
expertise of renowned educators writing passionately on their favorite subjects,
including Patrick Califia, Midori, Laura Antoniou, Barbara Carrellas, Lee Harrington,
Jack Rinella, Lolita Wolf, Madison Young, Hardy Haberman, Felice Shays, Ignacio
Rivera, Sarah Sloane, Mollena Williams, FifthAngel, and Edge. It will educate,
inspire, and challenge both newcomers to the world of kink and experienced BDSM
players.

Dominant Female Submissive Male
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The Good Girl's Guide to Bad Girl Sex
Instructors Manual
Discover more than 123 ways to spice up your love life and make sex even more
fun. Each steamy scenario sets the stage for a hot and passionate encounter.
They'll stimulate your erotic imagination and lead you through a variety of wild,
lust filled adventures for two. In just a few moments, you and your lover can
transport each other into a thrilling new sexual situation that is exciting and
arousing. Surprise and delight each other as you creatively stimulate both your
minds and bodies to higher levels of ecstasy. This book is intended for couples
looking for more in their relationship without straying to fulfill their sexual desires.
By exploring the sexy ideas with your partner, you get to experience pretend
affairs and play dirty together without cheating. You get to satisfy your craving for
novelty, excitement and passion together while strengthening your emotional
connection at the same time. With shared sexual fantasies, dirty talk and erotic
roleplay, you can be anyone and do anyone any where any time. You can indulge
all your deepest darkest desires together with no guilt or shame. There are
multiple ways to enhance your adult play with these erotic story ideas besides
acting them out. Each is written as a sexual roleplay scenario but you can use
them to start an intimate conversation, inspire a lust letter, encourage dirty talk or
set the theme for a hot session of phone sex. There is a broad range of juicy
scenarios to suit all types of fantasies and erotic desires. All the scenarios provide
a plausible reason why the characters are about to have sex together but the
ultimate climax to the story and how it plays out is up to you. Although dressing up
is optional, you'll have a great excuse to get into costume, use your sex toys and
try out other kinky accessories together. The sizzling erotic possibilities available to
heat up your bedroom games are grouped into the following sections: Cougar
Unleashed Lascivious Loving in the Library Babysitter Temptations Horny
Hypnotists Crimes With Passion Frisky Business Maids, Masters & Mistresses Erotic
Photography Staged Sex Scenes Like a Virgin Stranger Attraction Wild Westerns
Tantalizing Times Fairy Tale Fantasies Wanton Witches & Wizards Voracious
Vampires Once you've tried them all, you can replay them with different endings or
use the sexy suggestions in the Stimulating Hot Scenarios section. It provides even
more inspiration to help you come up with your own creative roleplay ideas to
enjoy. To spice up your intimate times together, pick a fantasy sex scenario and
dare your lover to play naughty with you tonight.

Mastering Erotic Hypnosis
A female-friendly guide to the erotic domination of the male by the female in a way
that will benefit both. Each chapter is followed by a self-guided journal section,
where you are encouraged to explore and clarify your feelings and responses to
the themes being explored, thus helping both lovers illuminate mutual desires,
needs and boundaries.

The Ultimate Handbook for the Dom and Sub
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One Night Only
Gratifying Domination and Submissive Contentment
New York
The highly regarded, comprehensive introduction ot consensual SM - bondage,
giving and receiving pain, role-playing, negotiation, finding partners and more.
Revised, updated and expanded, including a new chapter on SM Organisations',
sections on knifeplay, lifestyle relationships, SM pregnancy and more, and
illustrations of key points.'

Forgotten Futures
The Sexually Dominant Woman
This is Book 3 in the series "The Academy".It's late Friday night and The Annual
Student Kick-off Dance has just wrapped up. This is the last weekend before
classes and the new semester start on Monday at The Academy. The private
boarding college is a prestigious school run by an all female faculty with a no
nonsense, zero tolerance policy for misbehavior.Principal Kate and her peer Ms.
Jenn are members of the faculty that have become really close friends. The two
vibrant and attractive women share a unique friendship and bond as they have so
much in common including kink and few hidden secrets!They are both in a position
of power at the school and they frequently administer bare bottom spankings as a
discipline method with no hesitation at all to wayward students. Both of these
strong, professional women are extremely creative, totally uninhibited, and fully in
touch with their sexuality, as well as, their desires and needs. Jenn is frustrated
with her boring, vanilla sex life and years of marriage to a husband with zero
passion. She has the entire weekend free since her kids and him are away visiting
his parents in another state. Kate can totally relate as she was in this same exact
position until her divorce. She's been sharing erotic ideas, suggestions, and trying
to help Jenn add some excitement into her marriage and her life. They both have
been revved up all day talking about fulfilling fantasies and having a "Play Date".
So just wait until you read all about what happens when two strong women with
this much creativity and this much kink inside of them have total freedom for the
weekend. Book 3 - "Play Date" Is a pure roller coaster ride of erotic, kinky, sexual
adventures and fetishes that will leave you salivating!

The Corporate Dominatrix
Bow Down
Are you usually aggressive in the bedroom? Ever considered becoming a
dominatrix? Do you want to really feel the thrill of dominating a man in the
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bedroom? Have you ever considered making a living out of it? Or maybe you have
always been submissive and would like to take control? This book is your complete
guide to female dominance. The BDSM relationship is not just for fun but can also
be used to earn a living, and it can help you discover your inner strength as a
woman. If you want to take the dominant role in
bondage/discipline/sadism/masochism, then you must know the basics of being a
dominatrix. These seven chapters will talk about why men love being dominated,
what it means to be a dominatrix, what every nice girl must come to terms with if
she wants to be a professional dominatrix, how you can discover your flavor of
domination, and a guide to becoming a professional dominatrix - all things you
need to know.

The Female Dominant
Our lives are full of small tensions, our closest relationships full of struggle:
between woman and man, artist and customer, purist and commercialist,
professional and client—and between the dominant and the submissive. In
Dominatrix, Danielle Lindemann draws on extensive fieldwork and interviews with
professional dominatrices in New York City and San Francisco to offer a
sophisticated portrait of these unusual professionals, their work, and their clients.
Prior research on sex work has focused primarily on prostitutes and most studies of
BDSM absorb pro-domme/client relationships without exploring what makes them
unique. Lindemann satisfies our curiosity about these paid encounters, shining a
light on one of the most secretive and least understood of personal relationships
and unthreading a heretofore unexamined patch of our social tapestry. Upending
the idea that these erotic laborers engage in simple exchanges and revealing the
therapeutic and analytic nature of their work, Lindemann makes a major
contribution to cultural studies, anthropology, and queer studies with her analysis
of how gender, power, sexuality, and hierarchy shape all of our social experiences.

The Child Welfare Manual
The Corporate Dominatrix exposes the workplace for what it truly is: a social
sadomasochistic wonderland -- one in which some people have power and some do
not, thus creating an unbalanced command-and-control dynamic. Using the
psychological tools of the professional dominatrix, Lisa Robyn shows women how
to role-play their way to success by employing the tactics of six mistress
archetypes: Goddess, Queen, Amazon, Governess, Nurse, and Schoolgirl. For a
dominatrix in everyday life, the key to effectiveness lies in being switchable -knowing when to be firm and direct and when to be flexible and accommodating.
The Corporate Dominatrix dominates without being domineering and is submissive
without being subservient. She stands up for her rights in an open and
straightforward way, and she is confident enough to intuit what her clients or
colleagues want and she responds accordingly. Robyn provides a compelling
strategy for women to get their way at work by choosing the appropriate role to fit
the particular situation, while always behaving in a professional manner that earns
respect. Filled with examples and practical tips, this provocative business book will
help every businesswoman advance to the position she wants and truly become
the mistress of her domain. Power becomes you . . . Use it wisely.
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A Gamelan Manual
Roleplay can make sexual fantasies come true by helping couples shed their usual
bedroom personality and indulge in some passion-renewing “sexperimentation.”
Fantasy Sex helps novices channel their inner porn star and up their erotic edge by
giving them dozens of different personas to try on—and it offers more experienced
players sizzling hot new scenarios and plenty of titillating tips to excite. Frank and
uninhibited; packed with sexy ideas and daring suggestions for costumes, props,
and locations; and featuring helpful color graphics, this guide will inject fresh fun
into any relationship!

Female Dominatrix Manual for Beginners
Why do Women, even very attractive women, stay in relationships with Men who
treat them badly?Is it low self-esteem or a desire to submit to a dominant man? A
dominant man who will provide all the romance and excitement she has been
brought up to believe is her natural right.In my case it was the latter; I wanted the
big, handsome hunky guy who would sweep me off my feet, treat me like a
princess in public and his sex slave in the bedroom. But, as most women find out,
life is not a fairy tale.A real life Rhett Butler probably does exist but you will have
more chance of finding a needle in a haystack. Elizabeth Bennett found happiness
but for every Mr Darcy there are hundreds of selfish men who think a woman's job
is just to supply sex and child care.WOMEN SHOULD UNDERSTAND THE POWER
THEY HAVE.I didn't realise it until I was thirty-five and until that point I put up with
my men coming home drunk, wasting my money, getting fatter and more abusive
and providing me with increasingly disappointing sex.I put up with it no longer.I
now have a man who sees it as his principle aim in life to keep me happy,
contented, wealthy and sexually satisfied.I have known my man for most of my life
but he only became my boyfriend seven years ago. During that time I have been a
professional Dominatrix and a writer of books dedicated to the dominant female.
And my boyfriend is also my slave.In this book I explain how all this came
about.The book is more about personal-transformation and female-empowerment
than it is about kinky, usually fictional, sexual fantasies. The success of the book,
Fifty shades of grey, shows the interest there is out there in an alternative,
discipline based life-style and emphasises that many women share that
interest.Unlike, fifty shades of grey, Dominant Female Submissive Male is primarily
a manual for submissive men to find the Mistress of their dreams but it is also an
eye-opener for frustrated women as it shows them the glorious, very exotic and
exciting life they could have.While some submissive men are slightly pathetic, and
even creepy, many are romantic, kind-hearted, reliable and good fun. They adore
and respect women and see it as their role in life to support them. What's not to
like about that?They will have a desire for discipline and this desire will be
inextricably linked to their sexual nature. For some this will be extreme and involve
heavy BDSM but for most it will involve safe, erotic role-play and spankings.The
point is that Women control when, how and even if it happens. Women have the
power in all aspects of the relationship and how they exercise that power is up to
them. Believe me, once you have a man on his knees begging for an orgasm you
will never look back.But Women do not want to live with a wimp and this is what a
lot of very nice submissive men fail to understand and why many of them remain
frustrated and single when, with a little change of emphasis, their dreams are so
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easily achievable.This book is a guide on how to affect this change of emphasis
and to get across what women are looking for and will accept in a loving, fulfilling
and very kinky relationship.It also explains how submissive men can learn to
accept and enjoy their kink and how to widen their circle of fetish friends. It relates
the authors own experiences and offers guidance on how to get the best out of a
session with a Dominatrix and how to become more than just a client to her. It also
explains how to tell your wife about your desire for female-domination and, more
importantly, how not to.It also offers cautionary tales and about how not to get
ripped off by unscrupulous con-artists.The central aim of the book however, is to
bring together good men who have a desire for female-domination with good
women looking for a lover who will provide happiness, support, fun, excitement
and success.Please click on the look inside feature for a preview.

The Mistress Manual
Originally published in 1994 in a simple pink,guidebook format by an experienced
and wickedly,creative dominant woman, The Mistress Manual fell,out of print when
the author moved on to other,projects. Now, Greenery Press has brought
this,underground classic back to life, updated with new,ideas and information on
'Learning to Love,Command' to 'the Art of Discipline'. Learn how to,enact the Five
Archetypal Fantasies, how to create,your own scenarios and much, much more.

Manual of Social and Business Forms
CORRECTION: Amy Lefevre’s second language is risk. A gorgeous young
investment banker, she navigates Wall Street’s toxic culture with ease—until the
stock market collapses. CRISIS: Amy starts investigating the failed deals her boss
engineered. Drawn to a treacherous ride on the edge, will her efforts to expose him
cause her to lose it all? CONSENT: Amy’s best friend is a dominatrix with an offer:
take over her elite S&M dungeon, catering to the pervy needs of millionaires and
billionaires and learn the true nature of power. EDGE PLAY is a universe beyond
Fifty Shades of Grey and The Big Short, set in the most elite, twisted circles of Wall
Street mega-power and S&M. Amy Lefevre dives into an underground realm of Big
Swinging Dicks only to find that, in this arena, the women wield the whips and the
men submit. “Edge Play explores obsession and ambition with a fetishist's eye for
detail. From the sleek Syren latex to the sexy Louboutins, to power moves found in
both the dazzling hustle of high finance and the darkness of the dungeon, this book
delivers.” —LILY BURANA, Author of Strip City “This is such a fun book! Smart,
sexy, and full of surprises. It's also full of stingingly authentic details of Wall Street
and the BDSM culture simmering just below it. It's a New York where everyone
wants to come out on top, and power is a skill that can be learned.” —JO WELDON,
Author of Fierce: The History of Leopard Print and The Burlesque Handbook
“Masters of the Universe have a new mistress—a protagonist who learns to wield
power in the excessive, fascinating cultures of Wall Street and BDSM-for-hire. BOW
DOWN.” —WEDNESDAY MARTIN, #1 New York Times Bestselling Author of
Primates of Park Avenue and UNTRUE

Fantasy Sex: Reference to Go
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Some temptations are just too tantalizing to ignore- the hot guy at the Apple
Genius Bar, the mysterious stranger in the train station who makes you sweat, the
nameless faceless stranger at the club whose dirty dancing left you breathless.
From quickies, to lost weekends, to three-ways and nights that you'll want to last
forever, One Night Only is a collection of delightfully dirty bon mots edited by the
one and only Violet Blue. Always surprising, sometimes sweetly romantic, and
more than a little shocking, these stories of sudden sex are designed to get your
juices flowing and inspire your OWN tale of one night of love, lust, and fantasy!
One of the most seductive set of stories ever put to print!

Fantasy Sex
From wild bondage romps to indulgent sex toy playtime, the 50 erotic role-plays in
this ebook are an ideal way for couples to bring their wildest fantasies to life.
Playfully illustrated, with color-coded pages geared toward "for him" fantasies, "for
her" fantasies, and "couples" fantasies, each one features an entire sexy scenario
to act out, as well as a mind-blowing sex tip designed to ignite passions and inspire
countless hours of heavy breathing.

The Ladies' Book of Etiquette, and Manual of Politeness
Bound for Play
A one-armed computer technician, a radical blonde bombshell, an aging academic,
and a sentient all-knowing computer lead the lunar population in a revolution
against Earth's colonial rule

How to Be a Dominant Diva
Do you want to take your BDSM play experiences to the next level? Have you ever
thought of trying new things, but feared what might happen if you do? Often taking
scenes to the next level can be hard, and being able to establish that form of
discipline is hard. Plus, there are many alternative kinks that are out there which
may confuse you. However, this book will give you everything that you need to
know on how to be a BDSM expert.In this book, you'll learn the following:In this
book, you'll learn of the following: Expert tips for domination and submission Slave
training and how to go about it New and innovative BDSM activities How to get
discipline from your sub Femdom, and how to take it to extreme levels How to
engage in different types of edge play, including blood play, needle play, piercing
play, and choking By the end of this, you'll know many core elements of BDSM, and
you'll have a great time exploring this type of kink.

The Athenaeum
Shared Secrets and Torn Pages
Each page contains fun-filled scenarios that will take a diva-in-training on a step-byPage 8/12
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step journey to sexual freedom. Once she masters the tips and tricks, she'll not
only have her man's full attention, she'll hijack his every thought even when she's
not around. Each scenario includes detailed instructions, passion props and
goddess tips all designed to help the diva-in-training push her lover to the heights
of ecstasy.

The Moon Is a Harsh Mistress
SM 101
Lady Green has taught tens of thousands of women, men and couples the
fundamentals of safe, erotic female-dominant play. This friendly, simple,
unthreatening book is the perfect starting point for the woman who has fantasized
about erotic power play. It even includes a script to inspire and support her
through her first scene! "Lady Green has a good handle on what a beginner needs
to know and she encourages flexibility and openness as well - important aspects of
the enjoyment of it all. Recommended for novices!" - Sandmutopia Guardian

Sight and Sound
Play piercing, a recent addition to the lexicon of kink, offers insight, pleasure and
erotic thrills. This is the first book to explain in detail the hows and whys of this
fascinating practice, and offers detailed, responsible information on anatomy,
safety and resources for play piercers. Like all Greenery Press books on potentially
risky practices, it's been vetted by several kink-positive physicians to ensure that
its information is responsible and up-to-date.

The Ultimate Guide to Kink
Varrin plays by her own rules--rules to make men beg, grovel, and plead for more.
With exclusive interludes from spanking to slave training, bondage to boy toys,
Varrin will open readers' minds to the joys of erotic fun and games, incite them to
new heights with devilishly delightful ideas, help them liberate their dominant
desires, and fuel their sexual self-esteem with scenes like: "The Boy in Bondage"
"Foot Felon" "The Dance of the Threesome" "Cissy Maid" "Of Needles and Nails"
"Remote Control Slave" "She-Wolf in Sheep's Clothing"

Hill's Manual of Social and Business Forms
The Enshrouded Lands ' an earth-like world where magic bubbles away beneath
the surface, beyond the ken of the common folk ' may take so many forms that
they really are a thousand worlds in one. This is the second rulebook for the
Omnifray RPG. It continues on from the Basic Handbook, delving deeper into the
mysterious fabric of the Enshrouded Lands, with detailed information on possible
backgrounds for player characters and masses of material on an array of secretive
cults. It presents the standard advanced rules for fantasy Omnifray in full. The
complete Omnifray system awaits you. This book gives your PCs greater access to
feats of physical energy and concentration as well as full access to feats of elder
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magic, unholy magic, holy magic, mystical power and destiny, downtime feats
such as divination and herbalism and feats of combined physical energy and
concentration. You must be familiar with the Basic Handbook to use this book.
Omnifray is intended for a mature audience.

Omnifray RPG Expert Manual
The Ladies' Book of Etiquette, And Manual of Politeness: A Complete Handbook for
the Use of the by Florence Hartley, first published in 1872, is a rare manuscript, the
original residing in one of the great libraries of the world. This book is a
reproduction of that original, which has been scanned and cleaned by state-of-theart publishing tools for better readability and enhanced appreciation. Restoration
Editors' mission is to bring long out of print manuscripts back to life. Some
smudges, annotations or unclear text may still exist, due to permanent damage to
the original work. We believe the literary significance of the text justifies offering
this reproduction, allowing a new generation to appreciate it.

Hill's Manual of Social and Business Forms
*One of Glamour’s Best Books of 2020* Popular podcast host and personal finance
expert Lindsay Goldwert explores what professional dominatrixes can teach us
about confidence, power, and happiness. Imagine, for a moment, a world where
the usual power dynamic is turned on its head. Where women not only stop
apologizing, but seize—and enjoy—control. This is the quickly mainstreaming world
of BDSM (bondage, discipline, sadism, masochism)—and it has a lot to teach
women about empowerment, negotiation, open-mindedness, and more. Journalist
Lindsay Goldwert, intrigued by this seismic cultural shift, traveled across the
United States to meet the stars of the subculture, who spoke frankly with her about
their lives and work. In this “lively, funny, thoughtful channeling of wisdom” (Sara
Benincasa, author of Real Artists Have Day Jobs), these Alpha women show you
how you can reset the power dynamic in any situation to get what you
want—whether it’s from a husband, a boss, or partner. They share strategies for
revolutionizing not only your sex life, but your career, your relationships, and most
importantly, your inner foundations. With bondage gear popping up on the big
screen, the runway, the red carpet, and in celebrity lingerie lines, BDSM is officially
moving out of the dungeon and into the sun. Let Bow Down help you learn how to
use it. “Whether your fantasies lie in the bedroom or the boardroom, Lindsay will
give you the courage to go forth and dominate.” (Sarah Cooper, author of How to
Be Successful without Hurting Men’s Feelings).

Edge Play
This manual will work for any gender of dominant and submissive. In section 1: A
chapter for submissives who wish to find a dominant partner or to influence their
existing partner to become dominant. A chapter for people who have a submissive
partner and wish to tentatively explore dominating that partner. A chapter for
dominants, including the very experienced, who wish to maximise the pleasure and
benefits for themselves and at the same time, maximise the contentment of their
submissive. Advice on managing that tricky balance between vanilla activity and
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domination activity. In section 2: a myriad of ideas, suggestions and techniques to
explore, including advice and suggestions on: The use of different punishment
implements. A multitude of physical torments, and humiliation and degradation
activities. A multitude of tips and ideas to incorporate in each of the five most
popular enforced role plays. Page 5 provides opinions of my expertise from many
followers of my blogs and published journals.

How to Be Kinkier
NOW IN PAPERBACK! From Publishers Weekly: In The Good Girl's Guide to Bad Girl
Sex, sex therapist Barbara Keesling asserts that nearly every good girl yearns to
be bad and offers tips for unleashing the bad girl within. Keesling, who worked for
a sex therapist as a surrogate partner for 10 years before becoming one herself,
explores the inhibitions that women have about sex, and explains how you can
dress, speak, walk, tease, use sex toys, give blow jobs and have orgasms like the
bad girl of your dreams. In addition, Keesling, herself a former good girl meaning
that like most women, she had learned to hide her wild desires from the world
offers her personal story as inspiration for all women who want to learn how to feel
good about being bad.
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